[Diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease in the predementia phase: possibilities and benefits].
THE PREDEMENTIA PHASE: Alzheimer's disease is a progressive condition. The state of dementia defined by international criteria only appears after brain lesions have become important. Dementia is defined by the presence of multiple cognitive deficits and restricted independence. Prior to this, the patient experiences isolated memory impairment, either alone or associated with behavior changes which have little effect on his/her independence (predementia phase). The goal of diagnosis at this time is to reduce psychic suffering for the patient and family as well as the social cost of the disease by retarding the onset of dementia. DIAGNOSIS IN THE PREDEMENTIA PHASE: Diagnosis is based on i) evidence of an alteration of the internal temporal regions leading to memory deficit due to impaired memorization processes. There is an elective impairment of recent memory rapidly leading to difficulties perceived by the family and which diminish performance in complex activities of daily living. Recall processes lose their efficacy. ii) Tomoscintigraphic evidence of a perfusion defect or structural imaging evidence of atrophy of the hippocampal regions. iii) Presence of associated psychoaffective changes (apathy). When these three elements are found, the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is highly probable and should be made. If all three are not present, it would be advisable to diagnose what is termed "mild cognitive impairment", defined as a group of subjects with a high risk of progressing to dementia in a few years. PATIENT CARE AT THIS PHASE: Neuroprotective drugs may be prescribed in association with psychological and cognitive support within the framework of regular follow-up.